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“The gut is the visceral behavior of our consciousness expressing what is to become conscious, 
speaking the truth even when we don’t. The health of our body is forged in our gut.”  1

 
Let’s distinguish two types of emotions in our thoughts, emotional reactions and emotional 
inclinations. Emotional reactions are reflexes of peace or threat that originate in our lower brain. 
Inclinations are feelings of synchrony or conflict seated in our second brain, our enteric nervous 
system, our gut. This may not be clear to you, it may not seem right to you, so let’s ask your gut 
to help explain it. 
 
I want to talk to your organs as if they were parts of your mind. If not parts then personalities 
with particular voices and attitudes. Let’s start a dialog with those parts of your body with whom 
you rarely speak. I would like to give voice to your sense of clarity, the sense that things are 
cleansed and flowing smoothly. I would like to build a dialog and give voice to your liver. 
 
Find a relaxed position, settle into it, and let awareness sink into your body. Take a slow breath, 
fill your lungs, pull air into your belly and close your eyes. We’ll count down from ten as a way of 
sinking into your body. 
 
Begin at ten; slowly exhale and feel your awareness moving down from your head into your 
neck. Then count nine and feel yourself seated in your throat, in the place of your voice. With 
eight, exhale to a place between your shoulders, feeling the weight of your shoulders. Exhale to 
seven, to a place high in your chest, behind your collar bone. Six, exhale, and relax into your 
heart, getting a sense of your pulse. Five, going down into the center of your chest, behind your 
solar plexus, a place of sensitivity and power. 
 
Now we’re at four, and I want you to relax into the sensation of being inside yourself, leaving 
your external sensations far away. Feeling the space in your lungs, shielded by your ribs. Three, 
moving lower, feeling yourself centered in your stomach, muscular, enclosed, and contained. 
Relax your stomach. Exhaling to two, finding a place beyond or beside your stomach, at the 
edge of awareness, beyond your sensation. This is your intestines, your upper gut. A second 
skin, fully contained but external and alien in every way. Inhale… exhale, to finally arrive at one, 
behind the gut, to the mediator of what’s outside you and what’s inside you. If your gut is a 
machine, then this is who controls it, a very natural intelligence. This is the domain of your liver. 
 

1 Paraphrased from Digestive Intelligence: A Holistic View of Your Second Brain, 
by Irina Matveikova 
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It’s paradoxical we feel little connection to our liver. It is our largest internal organ, holding much 
of our blood, having a greater chemical effect on the rest of our system than any other organ. If 
the brain is the center of our electrical awareness, the liver is the center of our chemical 
awareness, yet we think nothing of it. Let me suggest that this is not so. That we think so much 
from our body’s chemical point of view that we are totally at its service. That it has a hand in all 
our aspects. 
You may need to go back and forth a few times. Move back to your stomach, then down to your 
intestines, and then down farther still to what lies beneath it. Imagine thoughts are chemicals, 
maybe not the whole thought, but aspects of it. And it’s true: each thought does have many 
colors and meanings, many possible directions, memories, and consequences. If thoughts were 
faces, then consider their many features. If your awareness is a stage, then your brain sets the 
characters, and your liver sets the lighting, and how little we are aware of the lighting of the 
scene. 
 
Look for the visceral, look for the chemistry that like weather, blows in from overhead. Our fear 
of blood and our sense of life are rooted inside us, not in the lungs, the heart, or the bowels, but 
in the liver. That very large and central place between our heart and our bowels where 
chemicals are made and molecules assembled. It is our financial district, where it’s all business 
mixed with nuance and implication. 
 
Take this moment to place yourself very small in that central space inside yourself. Be silent, 
ask for permission to be present, ask for an audience. Commit to keeping your brain and mouth 
closed, and your ears and eyes open. Create a picture of this place in your mind. Maybe it’s a 
garden, an armchair, or a view out a window over a distant landscape. See or hear what may 
seem like static at first, as if you are reading a ticker tape of your own internal chemistry. A 
sound like wind, crickets, or pebbles in a stream. Listen to the fleeting feelings, nuances, and 
subtle suggestions. What comes to you? 
 
Imagine you’re in a space with the odd shape of your liver, pushed into the corner of a cube. 
Pushed flat between the balloons of your gut and lungs. Such a squeezed shape for such a soft 
and sensitive organ. An organ as delicate as your brain but flexible, protected by the muscles 
and ribs around it, located at your center. Imagine its feelings are central, too. Feelings and 
associations central to you, the first flickers of insight and inclinations that lead to insights. Ask 
yourself what do you feel about your own ability to make thoughts pure, clean, and vital. To 
make your body pure, clean, and vital. 
 
If thoughts were voices, these voices would come from elders with calmer, quieter tones. Take a 
calm breath, slow your breath down, and settle into your elderhood, a kind of under-current of 
your own personality, a space inside yourself. Focus on awareness, focus on subtle feelings. 
What sort of clarity do you need? What kind of cleaning out would benefit you? If you were 
clearer, what would you see? What would you feel? Feel that now: clear, light hearted, 
unburdened, connected. Clear, light hearted, unburdened, connected… Are you able to hear the 
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origin of your own voice, sense the quiet between your thoughts? Are those spaces clear? What 
does clarity feel like? What feelings come to you? 
 
Settle into those feelings now, rafting down a gentle river, flowing under a crescent moon. 
Imagine that your body has tides, and the tides rise to sweep away old thoughts and the debris 
that settles around you like dust and broken twigs. Like a sudden cloudburst whose flood waters 
course through your ventricles and arteries, and your liver, more than just a filter, metabolizes 
everything from fats and carbohydrates, to proteins and hormones. 
 
Imagine if you had to know what your liver had to do. You would not know where to start. We 
make decisions, we shop for groceries, we do the laundry, but can you imagine an organ that 
handles all the biochemistry for your body? We talk about higher intelligence and wonder about 
life on other planets. How would they think, how would they act, what would they want? 
 
There is an intelligence in your liver that was born knowing, that is constantly adapting, dealing 
with new things, and maintaining balance in spite of what you do and how you live. Where are 
all these instructions? Do you think this organ is just some kind of vending machine? Is it 
anything less than a supercomputer? Is it’s intelligence “artificial”? Do you think that you’re 
aware of much? Doesn’t your liver speak to you? Doesn’t it stand to reason that it would? Can 
you hear it? Can you hear it if you try? 
 
Take another breath and try, or imagine, that you are breathing for your liver, that you are 
breathing for the chemistry of your body, and that the gases your lungs exchange, that you can 
feel in the difference of your inhale and your exhale, mix, exchange, release, and distill in well 
ordered sequences handled deep inside you. Take a breath, hold it for a calm instant, then let it 
out. 
 
At the count of ten you are at the center of your body, in your liver’s foreign and blood infused 
world. Counting down to nine, let yourself out, to grow larger, to move out to some perspective. 
Eight brings you back to your stomach, outside your inner body, passing the world you eat. 
Seven takes you to your lungs, back into the air and light. Six, and your passing your heart 
mixing the blood and air which never touch. Five and you’re up beneath your collar bone, 
holding up a shoulder on either side. Four to your esophagus that channels air and liquid, but 
always in different directions. Three into your throat that sometimes speaks the thoughts you 
think. Two, rising through your face, into your head, into your mind and the small thoughts that 
have nothing to do with the infinite complexity of how your body works in every second. And 
one, to be back watching the world outside, like a sentry on eternal guard duty whose shift ends 
once each day, when you sleep. And zero, the empty mind: this world, this day, this room. Eyes 
open, clear, remembering the journey, sensitive to your body. 
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